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Stop Your Finger Pointing

Delegates: whilst you sat around the Maritim
fountain enjoying the balmy weather, Ger
many suffered historic flooding. It’s a pity the
flooding was the physical variety, and not a
flood of ambition washing over these negoti
ations.
The SBI drowning in Russian bile was the
disappointing low point of the last fortnight.
Really? In two weeks you can’t agree on an
agenda?! And you wonder why the public
thinks you might be wasting their precious tax
dollars. Perhaps Russia might like to pick up
the bill for these last weeks, not to mention
the bill for the extra climate impacts caused
by this stalling.

While we’re on the subject of bills, let’s re
flect on how much lower the climate damage
bill will be if you raise your ambition (you
might recall this is the objective of Work
stream 2 – where we’ve yet to see an over
abundance of concrete outcomes). The sci
ence is clear: the less you mitigate, the more
you will pay to adapt – and to deal with ever
more frequent climate related disasters.
But, happily, Warsaw offers you the oppor
tunity to address this dearth of ambition, thus
plugging a hole in the leaky climate boat.
ECO recommends two Ministerials at
Warsaw. First  the Ambition Ministerial. Let
your Ministers know that we are actually ex

Fresh Breeze from the Arab World

A milestone was passed today, when per
haps for the first time ever, an intervention by
Saudi Arabia got an enthusiastic round of ap
plause. Speaking on behalf of the Arab
Group, Saudi Arabia delivered an intervention
devoid of the fingerpointing that an ADP co
chair lamented about past sessions. The ap
plause came when the Saudi speaker deliver
ing the intervention stumbled over an
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pecting them to work hard to close the yawn
ing ambition gap whilst at Warsaw, not just
tour the many mermaid statues. Workstream
2 needs to see concrete decisions on ways to
accelerate deployment of renewable energy
and energy efficiency technologies, as well as
a clearly marked out timeframe for increasing
developed country targets, and enhancing de
veloping country action in 2014.
ECO was VERY pleased to hear of the Pol
ish Government’s plans to engage Finance
Ministers at Warsaw and the enthusiastic wel
coming of this by many countries. Engaging
Finance Ministers early and often will be im
portant. We would encourage Finance Minis
ters to come to Warsaw ready to put $$$ on
the table. A roadmap to scale finance ambi
tion up to the US$100bn by 2020 will be an
essential outcome at Warsaw.
The other essential roadmap to agree at
Warsaw is a decision laying out the structure
and timeline for further negotiations on the
2015 agreement. Yes, you made some pro
gress here in the roundtable format. But as
you agree yourselves, we need a more con
crete and less watery path – starting in
Warsaw. You might want to focus on this,
amongst other things, in your September sub
missions.
To achieve the comprehensive, global plan
we all need in 2015, let's seriously start down

unpronounceable English word, then
covered with grace, humour and dignity.

re

She went on to commit the Arab group to
assume its fair share of efforts to combat
global climate change, to move past finger
pointing, to implement new and renewable
energy strategies, to delink growth from emis
sions, and then called for a principled ap
proach based on equity and science. A breath
of fresh air, and quite different from a Saudi
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the path to agreeing to negotiating text by the
end of 2014.

Between now and Warsaw we’ll have our
first cool refreshing drink of impending doom
from IPCC working group 1. Could the AR5
report on the physical science (spoiler: we're
all in deep trouble as things currently stand)
finally give you the momentum to agree at
Warsaw a process to develop an Equity Ref
erence Framework and to develop and put
forward your country specific commitments
during 2014 (allowing sufficient time to assess
them against science and agreed equity indic
ators)?
We can’t afford to repeat the mistakes of
Copenhagen, which we approached without
any shared understanding of what was a fair
share of effort and how we would capture it.

We also need progress in Warsaw on devel
opment of common accounting standards for
both mitigation and finance.
So for now, sit back, relax, enjoy that final
Weizenbier before you head home, content in
the knowledge that you will be busy, very
busy – filing submissions and getting ready to
“move to a more focused mode of work at
Warsaw” – which needs to not be a "transition
COP" but a real step forward on both short
term and long term solutions for the climate
problem.

intervention earlier this session that emphas
ised uncertainties in the climate science.
PS: After the advice offered from one of the
cochairs, no nonnative English speaker
should ever feel compelled to
utter this 8syllable word
again. But even if it becomes
treated as a 4letter word, we
still want it to happen!
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Looking for Ambition in Warsaw and Beyond? Tune In to Equity

ECO is very pleased to note that the volume
on CAN’s proposal for the Equity Reference
Framework has been turned up at the Bonn
session. ECO now asks Parties that they go
back home and add it to their favourite play
lists to keep them inspired between now and
September, when they will turn in submis
sions on what architecture they foresee for a
successful outcome in Paris.
Through this session and at the ADP2
(April/May), Parties have made it clear that
the “principles of the Convention will apply
and need no reinterpretation in the 2015
agreement.” We are (doubly) delighted that
Parties have identified this as common
ground. Having said that, there is work to be
done to ensure that these principles don’t just
remain principles in the Convention and that
they get translated into actions and commit
ments on the ground.
But we have less than a thousand days left
between now and Paris. Keeping this in mind
and reminding ourselves that there can be no
ambition without equity, ECO had proposed a
practical process to ensure that Parties have
a clear understanding not just of how their
Missing in (re)action....

Ludwig notices that Costa Rica is missing a
delegate. Missing in action? Could it be related to
her opposition to a Chinese loan for a new oil
refinery in a country that pledged carbon neutrality
by 2021?
Costa Rica Carbon Neutral for 2021...Really?

Developing countries are rightly demanding more
action as we work towards an ambitious deal in
2015. And in the spirit of an international agree

commitments will together enable us to stay
within a 2 degree C world, but also of how
their fair shares can be formulated. This
would mean that Parties develop a shared
Equity Reference Framework that embodies
the Convention’s core equity principles. As
you might already know, ECO identified these
to be: a precautionary approach to adequacy,
CBDRRC and the right to sustainable devel
opment. Along with the latest science, these
core principles, reflected in an agreed list of
indicators, and including of course the call for
developed countries to take the lead in cli
mate mitigation, can be used as a benchmark
when framing, setting and reviewing Parties’
mitigation and financial commitments.

for fair and equitable effort sharing that would
lead to equitable access to sustainable devel
opment. Brazil, Norway and EU – ECO wel
comes your openness and interest and looks
forward to more from you. ECO now encour
ages all parties, in their submissions to the
ADP cochairs ahead of Warsaw, to outline
what criteria and indicators they think capture
the equity principles as identified above. This
would lead us to a Party led process with ex
tensive expert input designed to get us to a
workable framework for assessing both mitig
ation and finance commitments.

ment applicable to all, many developing countries
are taking more actions domestically.

ready to receive a loan for building an oil refinery!

ECO is excited about the level of response
that this proposal has received, both through
some Parties’ call for an Equity Reference
Framework at the ADP plenary and the excel
lent turnout at the CAN side event. South
Africa, Kenya, The Gambia on behalf of the
LDCs – ECO warmly welcomes your con
structive interventions on this matter. A spe
cial thanks to South Africa for a strong
reminder to Parties during the closing plenary
of the ADP for the need for a clear set of rules

ECO commends developing countries, including
Costa Rica, for committing to serious mitigation ef
forts. Costa Rica pledged to be Carbon Neutral by
2021. “Wow!” ECO said at the time, “that is a tre
mendously ambitious target.” What a great ex
ample this country is setting. But a few years down
the road, we find Costa Rica attracted by some
juicy gifts from the Chinese government and now

While we would have loved to have another
meeting for Parties before Warsaw, this is not
to be. However, we are excited to know our
friends from the Nordic Council will be organ
ising an entire meeting exclusively focused
on the question of equity. We would love for
this to be an open and inclusive meeting that
takes on board experts and other stakehold
ers, so it can feed into Warsaw in a substan
tial manner. ECO thinks this exemplifies good
leadership and welcomes and encourages
more of such spaces and platforms for tuning
into and turning up the volume on equity.

ECO wonders how an oil refinery fits in a carbon
neutral scheme. How would Costa Rica balance
these emissions? Carbon capture and storage is
not looking like an option.

You are 8 years away from celebrating 200 years
of independence, and the deadline that you chose
yourself, voluntarily, to celebrate the start of oil in
dependence. As you see, ECO is watching, and will
keep checking on your commitments.

Climate Finance: Deal Maker or Deal Breaker?

Sitting in Monday’s briefing for observer organisations, ECO was de
lighted to hear the incoming President identify progress on climate fin
ance as a “clear priority” for COP19.
We couldn’t agree more! With the Fast Start period behind us and
only a handful of countries with new money on the table, we’re in need
of some giant strides between now and the end of Warsaw.

At a minimum, all developed countries must set out, in a way that en
sures comparability, the climate finance they will provide over the peri
od 20132015, that is comparable and commit to a roadmap for
scaling up public finance and reaching US$100bn per year by 2020.
The Green Climate Fund must not be left an empty shell – for a fourth
COP in a row. And if we’re to confront the enduring “adaptation gap”,
Parties should agree that at least 50% of all public climate finance
between now and 2020 will be spent on adaptation.
So Poland, now is the time for a good hard think about what it will
take to deliver this kind of progress by November. ECO’s advice: It’s
time to bring in those who hold the purse strings. That’s right, we’re
talking finance ministers. If you’re serious about some big decisions on
finance, which ECO believes you are, then we need to involve Finance
Ministries and Treasuries in the conversation as soon as possible.
That means bringing them into the process before or early in COP19,
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not just having them swoop in at the end and try to cut last minute
deals.

Then there’s the “insession highlevel ministerial dialogue” to pre
pare for. This is one opportunity we cannot afford to let slip. ECO is
looking forward to seeing Finance Ministers sitting down to work out
their new commitments and make decisions on promising new sources
of public finance. If you put out the invitation, we’ll be sure to do our
part in encouraging them to come along.
And when it comes to pathways for scaling up, ECO suggests you
have a word with those lovely chaps chairing the Long Term Finance
Work Programme. It’s time to gather these almost two years of deliber
ations into some clear decision options for Ministers, including on new
and innovative sources of public finance.
Parties have been emphatic these last two weeks about the need for
an ambitious deal that is guided by science as well as equity and cap
able of keeping warming to within 1.52oC. But developing countries
simply cannot unlock their mitigation potential unless there is the ne
cessary financial support. Furthermore, vulnerable countries must be
given confidence that their escalating adaptation needs will be met.
Finance will be the glue that holds the 2015 deal together. Real pro
gress on this front will be a major step towards an ambitious outcome.
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